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ABSTRACT
In this paper a completely automatic face recogni-

tion system is presented. The method, working on
color images, determines 19 facial fiducial points, and
characterizes them applying a bank of Gabor filters.
The system is inspired by the Elastic Bunch Graph
method [13], but it is completely automatic and com-
putationally more efficient.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Human face recognition has been largely investigated
for the last two decades; in the recent literature there
has been a shift from global [8, 11, 12], to local [6, 9,
10] approaches which have proven to perform better.

In this paper we present a local approach, based on
the idea presented in [13], but with a new and com-
pletely automatic method to localize the facial fiducial
points. We consider a set of 19 points: the eyebrow
and chin vertices, the nose tip and lateral extremes, the
eye and lip corners and upper and lower middle points,
and the mid-point between the two eyes.

To cope with images of people in frontal, right and
left rotated pose, the system builds different galleries,
each one containing one image per person. This choice
has been driven by the observation that the recognition
is more robust when the angular disparity between the
gallery images and the test ones is at most of 15◦ [5].

Both the gallery and the test images are character-
ized applying a bank of Gabor filters in correspon-
dence to each fiducial point. Thus, given a test image,
the system computes its face characterization (the jets
vector J), selects the reference gallery, G, on the basis
of the pose estimated for the test image, and measures
the similarity between J and the jets vectors of the im-
ages in G. The face is recognized to be the one in the
gallery which maximizes the similarity measure.

We have experimented the whole system on two
databases: the XM2VTS [1] and ours (UniMiDb).

The XM2VTS database consists of images of
frontal people with neutral expression acquired over

a homogeneous dark background; the illumination is
uniform, and the image scale is fixed (about (230 ×
300) pixels). For our experiments, we have considered
750 images, that is all those of people without glasses.

The UniMiDb database consists of 400 color images
of very different scales (from (25×30) to (500×650)
pixels), with homogeneous and light-colored back-
ground, under frontal illumination. Faces can be ei-
ther in frontal position, rotated around the head verti-
cal axis of 30◦ at most, or tilted laterally of about 10◦.

2. FACIAL FEATURES AND FIDUCIAL
POINTS LOCALIZATION

The first step consists in detecting the face in the image
and localizing the corresponding facial features (eyes,
nose, mouth, and chin). In [3, 4, 7] we have proposed
a scale-independent method that deals with images ac-
quired with uniform, frontal and diffuse illumination,
with head rotation around the vertical axis up to 45◦,
and lateral tilt of about 10◦; moreover it is assumed
that the mouth is closed and the eyes are opened and
without glasses. At first the image is clustered into
three or two clusters in case of clear or dark back-
ground respectively, and the skin region is extracted
keeping the region with the intermediate gray-level
representant in case of three clusters, or the region with
the clearest representant in case of two clusters. Sub-
sequently, limiting the search to the found skin region,
the eyes are looked for adopting a technique based on
a neural network classifier, the mouth is localized ex-
ploiting its peculiar color and shape, and the nose, eye-
brows and chin are detected on the basis of the eyes
and mouth positions [Fig.1].

We have experimented this method on 1150 color
images, reporting correct localization of all the fea-
tures in the 95% of the cases. Only in the 1.1% of the
images both eyes are incorrectly localized making all
the other feature localization fail.

To determine the facial fiducial points we process
each sub-image separately, adopting different tech-
niques according to the feature peculiarities.



Fig. 1. Facial feature localization.

The eye is described by a parametric model which
is inspired by the deformable template proposed by
Yuille and others [14] but with significant simplifica-
tions (6 parameters instead of 11) and variations: we
have made a great deal to improve the template initial-
ization, and to exploit the color information.

Given an eye sub-image, at first the iris is localized,
allowing to initialize the eye deformable template in a
plausible position and scale, which are two required
conditions to obtain correct results; to this end we
adopt the Hough transform for circumferences; after-
wards the eventual presence of a reflex is determined
and removed, since otherwise the strong reflex edges
would make the template converge to them, bringing
to a wrong eye description.

The eye model is made of two parabolas, represent-
ing the upper and lower eye arcs, and intersecting at
the eye corners. To adapt the generic template to a spe-
cific eye, we minimize an energy function Et which is
a function of the template parameters and of the im-
age characteristics (prior information on the eye shape,
edges, and ‘white’ of the eye). The characteristics are
evaluated on the u plane of the CIE-Luv space, where
the information we are looking for is strengthened.

Regarding the nose, we extract its profile, that is
the set of points with the highest symmetry and high
luminance values, and we take as nose tip the clearest
point in this set.

Our goal for the mouth is the determination of
its corners and of its upper and lower middle points.
Since we assume the mouth closed, the most robust
way to estimate its corners is to determine the ‘lip cut’,
and to take its extremes. The lip cut is characterized
by high vertical derivative values, and low gray level
values; combining this information we obtain a robust
localization. Once determined the mouth corners, we
derive the upper and lower middle points as a function
of the corner positions and the lips length.

This simple method gives results comparable to
those obtained adopting deformable templates (see
[4, 7]) for determining the whole mouth border.

For both the eyebrow and the chin we extract the
vertices of the parabolas which best approximate their
shapes. The parabolas are found applying the Hough
transform to the edge pixels obtained with a vertical

Fig. 2. Some results on the two databases.

derivative operator for the eyebrows and a non-linear
edge detector for the chin.

3. POSE ESTIMATION AND RELIABLE
FIDUCIAL POINT SELECTION

Given a test image, we estimate the head pose in order
to compare it with the proper gallery constituted by
either frontal, left or right rotated faces. To this end,
we consider the triangle T defined by the nose tip, N ,
and the two external eye corners, Esx and Edx, and
we determine the pose on the base of the ratio r =
NEdx/NEsx [Fig. 3].

Fig. 3. Segments used to determine the head pose.

Moreover we observe that the area of the triangle
T can be used to infer robustly the image scale; since
the face characterization module (section 4) needs to
deal with images of a fixed scale, we have to reduce
the images to almost a common size. We thus scale all
the images so that the triangle area is of 2000 pixels,
making them comparable.

3.1. Selection of the reliable fiducial points and er-
ror correction

Both the feature localization and the fiducial point es-
timation introduce some errors. However it happens
very seldom that all the features are wrongly local-
ized or described; this observation can be very useful
since, if we manage to recognize automatically which
fiducial points have been wrongly determined, we can
discard them and base the face recognition on the re-
maining ones.

To this end, we have considered 200 normalized im-
ages whose features had been correctly localized and



the fiducial points well determined, and we have sta-
tistically estimated both the typical feature dimensions
and their relative positions (figure 4,right), consider-
ing in particular the distances drawn in figure 4. On
the basis of this information, we have derived the rules
that follow to discard the unreliable fiducial points.

Fig. 4. Means (µ) and variances (σ) of the distances
considered for the fiducial point selection.

We organize the rule description according to the
examined feature:

• Eye:
Eliminate it if its area is not in the range
(µ(Eye Area)± 2 ·σ(Eye Area)) or if the ratio be-
tween its height and width is greater than 0.7.

If the two eyes are unaligned (Y > 7) then elimi-
nate the one whose distance from the mouth (C or
D) is further from the corresponding mean value.

If the two eyes are too close to each other (X <
µ(X)− 2 ·σ(X)) maintain the one further from the
vertical axis passing through the mouth centroid.

• Mouth:
Eliminate it if its area is not in the range
(µ(Mouth Area)±2·σ(Mouth Area)) or if its mid-
point abscissa is not within the abscissae of the
two eye mid-points.

• Eyebrow, Nose and Chin:
In case both eyes have been eliminated, eliminate
the two eyebrows too.

In case the corresponding eye has already been
eliminated, compare the eyebrow with the other
one, and maintain it only if they are aligned.

Eliminate the eyebrow fiducial point if it is either
too distant from the centroid of the corresponding
eye (A > µ(A)+ 2 · σ(A)) or too unaligned (its
abscissa is not within the eye corners).

Eliminate the nose or the chin fiducial points if
their abscissae are not within the mouth corners.

• Whole images:
Discard the whole image if both the mouth and at
least one eye have been eliminated.

The thresholds used in the described rules have been
chosen so that no correct fiducial point is rejected.

This module, applied to all the outputs obtained on
the XM2VTS and UniMiDb databases (1150 images),
has allowed to discard completely the 1.1% of the im-
ages, that is the ones where the feature localization
module failed in determining all the features.

The remaining images are all considered reliable for
the recognition. In the 76.6% of the cases, all the
16 fiducial points have been maintained, while in the
other 22.3% either isolated points (9.8%) or a com-
plete feature have been discarded (12.5%).

In order to recover some of the discarded fiducial
points, we search for them once more, exploiting both
the a priori knowledge on the feature relative positions
and dimensions, and the gathered information on the
reliable fiducial points. This process has allowed to
increase the number of images on which all the 16
fiducial points are maintained (from the 76.6 to the
92%), and it has reduced systematically the number
of images on which some fiducial points are discarded
(4.2%). We eliminate one eye or the mouth only in the
1.3% and the 0.6% of the cases respectively.

3.2. Inference of additional fiducial points

Once determined the reliable fiducial points, we infer
from them additional ones, in order to gather more in-
formation for the recognition. In particular we are in-
terested in exploring the regions in correspondence to
the mean point between the eyes and the nose lateral
extremes [Fig. 5].

Fig. 5. Inferred points.

Thus, referring to the calculated fiducial points, the
eyes mean point can be easily derived taking the mid
point of the segment which extremes are the internal
corners of the left and right eyes.

The nose lateral extremes, are determined as the in-
tersection between the straight line passing through
the mouth mid-point and the corresponding eye mid-
points, and the horizontal straight line passing through
the nose tip. In case of rotated faces, only one nose
extreme is visible. Thus, on the basis on the estimated



pose, we decide whether to consider both the nose lat-
eral extremes or only one.

Experimentally we have observed that, for neutral
expression faces, the three additional fiducial points
allow to increase the recognition rate systematically;
on the contrary, in case of non-neutral expression, the
nose lateral extremes provoke a loss of performances.

4. FACE CHARACTERIZATION

Once the fiducial points have been extracted, the pose
determined, and the face rescaled, we proceed charac-
terizing each fiducial point in terms of the surrounding
gray level portion of image.

Following the idea of Wiskott [13], to characterize a
fiducial point, we convolve the portion of gray image
around it with the following bank of 40 Gabor kernels
(we consider 5 frequencies and 8 orientations):
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Applying the Gabor wavelet transform to all the fa-
cial fiducial points, we obtain the face characteriza-
tion, consisting in a jets vector of (40×M) real coef-
ficients where M is the number of maintained fiducial
points.

To recognize a face image I we compute a similar-
ity measure between its jets vector and the ones of all
the imagesGi in the corresponding gallery, and we as-
sociate I to the Gi which maximizes the measure of
similarity. We define the similarity between two jets
vectors as the average over the similarities between
pairs of corresponding jets:
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5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In the following we report the experiments carried out
on the XM2VTS and the UniMiDb databases; in these
experiments there is no human intervention: the algo-
rithm starts selecting among the found fiducial points
the reliable ones (section 3.1), and, on the basis of this
selection, it constructs the galleries and the test sets.

Regarding the XM2VTS database, we have con-
structed one gallery (in this database there are only

frontal images) and three test sets, each one contain-
ing one image per subject and organized according to
their quality: in the gallery we put the image with the
highest number of reliable fiducial points, in the first
test set (T1) we put the second best image according
to this criterion, and so on.

Given this setting, we have obtained a 188-subject
gallery, an equivalent test set T1, and the other two
test sets T2 and T3 with 179 and 168 images respec-
tively. These values are obtained considering that in
the original 750-image set, there are 202 subjects, but
among them we have only one image for 12 subjects,
which cannot be used for the recognition; furthermore
we have to exclude 8 images which are completely dis-
carded by the module for the selection of the reliable
fiducial points, and this excludes other 2 subjects. The
test sets T2 and T3 have even a lower number of im-
ages because not always we have three and, even more
difficult, four available images.

The obtained results are reported in table 1.

Test Set % First rank % First 5 ranks
T1 95 98
T2 93 97
T3 90 96

Table 1. Recognition results obtaining referring to the
188-subject gallery, and exploiting all the maintained
fiducial points.

Such results show the system works well even with
a subset of fiducial points (T2 and T3); moreover we
notice that the wrong matches depend on the face ex-
pression: most of them take place when the test image
represents a face whose eyes look either up, down or
laterally, and when the mouth shape is not neutral.

Regarding the UniMiDb, we recall it consists of
both frontal and rotated faces; thus, according to the
head pose, we construct three galleries of 50 people
each. This is automatically done: given all the images
of a subject, we cluster them according to the head
pose, and we select for each pose the image with the
highest number of reliable fiducial points (which will
be used as gallery image) and the second best image
(which will be used as test image). We obtain three
50-subject galleries and 150 test images; the recogni-
tion experiment has given the 96% of hits and the 98%
of correct matches among the first five candidates.

These high performances, with respect to the ones
obtained with the XM2VTS database, are due to both
the lower number of images in the galleries and the
neutrality of the face expression which characterizes
all the UniMiDb database.



6. DISCUSSION

We have presented a completely automatic system able
to recognize a face image against a closed gallery.

Experimenting the method on 1150 images, it dis-
cards completely only the 1.1% of the images, while
on the others it achieves high recognition perfor-
mances. The method has shown to be robust to head
rotations, while it is quite sensitive to face expression
variations which make the feature appearance change
greatly.

A direct comparison of our system with others
cannot be done, because of the databases we have
adopted: most of the face recognition techniques pre-
sented in the literature work on gray level images,
showing their experimental results on gray level im-
age databases such as the FERET. However, compar-
ing the percentage of recognition, what we can con-
clude is that our system performances are similar to
the ones reported by well known approaches such as
the Elastic Bunch Graph Matching [13], the PCA [10],
or LDA [15], although our method is completely auto-
matic, robust to head rotations and to scale variations,
and, being local-based, it can be extended to deal with
partial occlusions.
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